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Wsd port ip

Hi @Jay56,Welcome to HP support forums. I understand that the only way to print to the HP Officejet Pro 8610 e-All-in-One printer is to manually add the printer using a standard TCP/IP port with the printer's IP address. I'd like to help you with that. Using a standard TCP/IP port is definitely a workaround for this issue. Here's a document that can help you with the print queue
issue - Print jobs stuck in the print queue (Windows). There is an HP wizard solution that can be useful. It may be useful to set up a manual IP address for the printer. Here is a document that can help with that, if necessary - 'Offline' display of the printer status message (Windows 10). Please let me know if this solves the problem, or if you need further assistance. In fact, if this
helps you reach a solution, click the Accept as Solution buttons and thumbs down buttons in this message.:smileyhappy:Thank you! Please click Accept as a solution if you feel that my post has fixed your problem, it will help others find the solution. Click Kudos, Thumbs Up below to say Thank you for helping.rb011I work on behalf of HP Well, what phrasing is just wrong.
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is replaced by Web Services For Devices (WSD), but IP is used in both cases and WSD is not a PORT is a control mechanism. Therefore, would it be more accurate to ask what IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TCP/IP PRINTER PORT MONITOR AND WSD/IP PRINTER PORT MONITOR? From my side I was interested in determining
which one should be used in a business environment. The simple answer, for most companies, is TCP. WSD is a protocol designed for automatic discovery, installation, and control. WSD makes Plug and Play devices through a network instead of requiring a USB cable. At home these are great features, but these are not good things within a company. In a company, you want to
install printers that you're interested in, not all printers on your network. Fortunately WSD automatically stops installing if it sees that 30 devices are already installed. Below is an excellent illustration from LarryC on an HP forum: So how do these services make WSDMon different from TCPMon? Installation and Discovery – TCPMon is configured by a user (or user-run software)
who knows the IP address of the printer. If the address changes, it loses the printer. WSDMon can automatically install the printer when connected because it is announced through WS-Discovery. It also checks the printer address with each print job so that it is linked even if the address changes. Status updates: TCPMon periodically polls the device using SNMP to get the
updated state. WSDMon subscribes to printer events so that it immediately gets updates. You can tell if there is a jam, without paper, of ink/toner, etc. when it happens. Print jobs– TCPMon prints through port 9100 and simply sends data. There is very little, if any, feedback on the fact that the printer is ready to receive the or who it comes from. You do not have information that you
can use to cancel the process, etc. WSDMon sends a request to create a process and gets an identifier to use to monitor and control the process. It then sends the data when the printer is ready for it. Windows 8 enables WSDMon automatically. This means that you get a new printer on your computer when you connect to the network - no other configuration is needed. This
wouldn't be very good in a business situation because there can be hundreds of printers close enough to fill the printer folder. If there are more than 30 printers (a somewhat arbitrary number), the process turns off and you need to add the printer again based on the IP address. Regardless of how it is configured, you still get control of the rediscovery, events, and printing process
that TCPMon is missing. WSDMon will only work with printers that support WSD services. This should all be released in the last 5 years or so. Note that WDS is not limited to printers. Support for Microsoft partners provided me with this explanation: WSD is a port monitor. A port monitor examines information from the TCP/IP port and makes changes or routings depending on what
enters the port. Expected uses of WSD include: : Printers and other shared network devices can be easily discovered and when selected are automatically configured for the client computer. - Automatic discovery and connection to wireless devices, including mobile phones, new headlamps and home entertainment centers. Cameras that transfer images over the Internet to a
user's home computer, the MSN Spaces site, or even other devices. - Home control systems that automatically identify and configure new lighting, heating and other systems. These systems could be monitored and controlled by a computer located in your home or on the Internet. Microsoft has a good blog about it HERE if you want even more details. I have numerous network
printers from a shared server that show WSD ports instead of IP. I'm trying to figure out the IP. Some searches suggested by clicking on the web services tab in the printer properties, but mine don't have this. I also tried ping from the host name, but it doesn't work. DHCP has tons of rumors so it would hate to go through them manually. Any ideas? Page 2 7 comments OK, I feel
pretty experienced in older network information like tcp/ip, BUT because windows comes constantly comes with new names and protocol things. I find him confused. And someone who asks questions obviously does too. Anyone on this forum who spits out technical talk to some asking for a simple that's better? or which one should I use? kind of questions is NOT looking to speak
detailed technical. So, you do them and the rest of us a disservice from responses of indignation This has been explained very well ... It's not the fault of the posters you don't understand. it is an unjustified and inappropriate response. You and others talk about WSD as some special That uses TCP/IP ALSO.... In fact, the referenced article says that it uses UDP NOT TCP/IP. While
TCP/IP is used uniquely for network communications, it is a reliable and closely associated SET protocol and has associated overhead and lower transfer due to the three-way handshake and reliability function of tcp transfer. UDP on the other hand is a critical protocol in real time/time used when data packet loss is not as critical as in dns search and Skype communications (this is
why skype sometimes makes those annoying parts annoying and dropped missing parts). UDP sends data packets in one stream, one after another and has no mechanism to resubmit missing or invalid packets - the benefit of tcp handshake and reliability... send the package, the received package, the package (missing/invalid) send the request again, the transfer
completed(end). I think the simple answer to the posters here is... WINDOWS 8 and some 7 windows really like to connect using WSD... from article:For WSD-based print devices, the WSD port monitor is used by default. If the print device does not support the WSD port monitor, the standard TCP/IP port monitor is used. So my best guess is WSD replaces the TCP protocol
functionality and uses IP protocol connectivity. We are all used to TCP/IPbeing used together we forget that sometimes they are two separate protocols and can work separately. IP protocol is like home addresses for where he made a letter is sent to and where he's going. TCP is like you sent the letter requesting a signature for the reciept request and automatically send the letter
again if you don't get the reciept signature. WSD replaces TCP functions with its own delivery controls. You must provide the IP address to use WSD, and because it uses TCP as a fallback when WSD is not working properly, TCP is also set for the printer. WSD devices will attempt to use WSD and IP, if it does not work, it will attempt TCP and IP to transfer data. Page 2 Indeed
yes! I just had this problem occur today, two relatively new Windows laptops running Win10, were originally configured in a small office, saw the old Kyocera CopyStar 300ci printer, perhaps due to the kyocera driver installation process helping to find it correctly. Everything was fine for 2 weeks, therefore, both Win10 laptops apparently lost the ability to print. When I looked into the
print device settings, I was surprised that it was this non-TCP/IPv4 WSD as I would have expected. I'm not sure, but I also noticed a very long string that seemed almost which is disabled on the printer and should not be on the LAN at all as far as I know (I believe that IPv6 has also been disabled on the LAN router as IPv6 has unfortunately been the cause of so many real-world
problems, better without it within the LAN environment of small businesses in general). I tried to add the printer again, and automatic detection didn't see it at all now. I deleted the old print queue, tried to add it again and it hasn't been seen yet. So, I just the printer manually via TCP/IPv4 static IP address (I made sure that the printer is on a static IP), and now it is working perfectly
well again. Page 3 I experienced a similar problem with one of the computers running Windows 10 here. I had changed our home modem and had to set everything up again. Her computer kept saying the printer was offline - until I restarted it when it would mysteriously start printing. I finally did a Windows printer test page from there and mentioned the WSD port. Somehow my
wife's computer decided she was going to use a WSD port (with a large LONG 36-digit ID) instead of the fixed-line printer address I set to 192.168.2.10. Reading through this thread, everything became clear - WSD would only recognize the printer when it was restarted and apparently wasn't keeping the address after it went back to sleep. Can I just assume wsd doesn't poll
devices? Just as the TCP/IP port check box has been deleted and changed to WSD I have no idea. The only programming I ever did was use Basic (and some chosen swear words) many years ago, so I was relieved to fix this issue. I changed the kind of door on his computer and voila! back into the land of the living. Live.
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